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Abstract

Body weight supported step-training remains a popular and promising activity-based therapy for spinal cord injury. The strategies employed clinically arose primarily out of decades of animal studies demonstrating amazing recovery of hindlimb stepping on a treadmill following complete transection injuries and amazing spontaneous recovery of overground stepping following incomplete contusion injuries. However, the levels of recovery observed in animal models have not been realized in the clinic. The studies I will present explore locomotor recovery after incomplete injuries using both gain and loss of function approaches including in-cage activity, applied exercise/rehabilitation, physical therapy-based stretching and hindlimb immobilization in a wheelchair. While our major focus is on locomotor function, we have also explored cardiovascular function after injury. It is our contention that functional recovery of locomotor and cardiovascular function results not just from the level and severity of injury but also the acute post-injury events/conditions that result in adaptive or maladaptive plasticity including acute and sub-acute activity/inactivity and physical therapy.
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